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The Issue

Each year in Canada, almost 36 million
tonnes of food produced (58%) is lost and
wasted, 32% is avoidable

Source: Value Chain Management International and Second Harvest, the Avoidable Crisis of Food Waste.
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Food Loss and Waste in the Supply Chain
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Handling damage
Grading standards
Order cancellations
Spillage and
degradation
Market prices /
demand
Weather extremes
Inadequate sorting
Batch contamination
Disease

DISTRIBUTION

PROCESSING AND
MANUFACTURING

PRODUCTION

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machine performance
problems
Poor quality production
Supply and demand
forecasting
Trimming and culling
Date labels
Quality of ingredients
Food safety
Packaging
Cold chain deficiencies
Production line changes
Damage during
production

•
•
•
•
•

Damage during
transportation
Cold chain deficiency
Ineffective packaging
Food distribution
centralization
Rejection of shipments

RETAIL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inaccurate supply and demand
forecasting
Overstocking
Food safety concerns
Inconsistent confusing labels
Rejection of shipments
Increasing merchandising
standards
Cold chain deficiencies
Product differentiation

CONSUMPTION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over-serving
Plate composition
Preparation errors
Food safety concerns
Date labels
Poor handling and
storage
Unexpected demand
fluctuations
Food safety concerns
Lifestyle

Processing and manufacturing could save 43% of total avoidable food
loss and waste - approximately $21 billion in lost value
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Source: Value Chain Management International and Second Harvest, the Avoidable Crisis of Food Waste.
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Applying Circular Economy Principles
Biological cycle
Renewables
Farming / Collection

Finite
resources

<1% of value
Linear
economy

Restoration

Biochemical feedstock

2% of value

Biogas

Food
production
Processing &
manufacturing

3% of value

Recycle

<1% of value

55%

30% of value

50% of value

Energy (re)source
Composting /
Anaerobic digestion

Distribution
retailer

5-25% of value

Cascading
Extraction of
biochemical feedstock

Consumer
/User

>100% of value

Remanufacture /
Re-harvesting

Reuse / Refurbish

55%

Maintain / Share /
Virtualise / Prolong

50% of value

Re-use
Value
leakage
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How are food
manufacturers
and processors
responding?

1. Setting Targets
and Strategies

2. Embedding Circular
Improvements

Making commitments,
setting strategies and
measuring

Re-engineering and
improving processes

3. Maximizing
Technological
Innovations

4. Participating in
Industry
Collaboration

Accelerating safety, quality,
provenance and waste

Upstream and downstream
engagement
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1. Setting Targets and Strategies
BOLD TARGETS

50%
Reduction by 2030
Building on the UN Sustainable Development Goals and the
Food Loss and Waste Strategy for Canada, leading retailers and
manufacturers commit to taking measurable action to prevent
and reduce food waste in their own operations

VALUE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Measuring baselines of material, defining
strategies, and reporting progress annually using
the Food Loss and Waste Standard
SETTING STRATEGIES

Using Food Recovery Hierarchy – Source
reduction, Feed hungry people, feed animals,
industrial uses, composting and landfill

CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS AND RETAILERS TAKING MEASURABLE ACTION
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2. Embedding Circular Improvements – Reduction Strategies
Supplier Management

Optimal Storage Practices

Working closely with suppliers and
customers to minimize over stocking,
order cancellations, cold-chain

Enhancing storage conditions, including
cold chain, and using stock based on
expiry dates

Production Optimization

Enhanced Quality Specifications

Addressing design flaws (food size and
ingredients), equipment maintenance
/ run settings and production
schedules through ERP systems

Reviewing internal product specifications
to ensure they are not overly restrictive in
alignment with customer needs

Repurposing Cuttings

Packaging Optimization

Identifying novel ways to repurpose
discarded foods by returning it back to
the process or using it as ingredients
for other food products

Moving away from single use transit
packaging, modifying designs and
using technologies to reduce fruit and
meat spoilage
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3. Maximizing
Technological Innovations

SUPPLIER DISTRIBUTION

Disconnect between food producers and processors
over market demand patterns and forecasting

RAW MATERIAL PREPARATION

Limited visibility over food storage and transportation
conditions early in the value chain

Transparent and traceable
supply chains will be critical for
solving our food waste
problems

PRODUCTION & PACKAGING

Accuracy and efficiencies in quality control impacted by paper
records and limited link between ERP and IoT reducing ability to
drive big data analytics and insights to improve performanc

DISTRIBUTION

Extended time-to-market cuts into shelf life of food
products

CONSUMER

Limited understanding of consumption practice impact
on the upstream value chain

Internet of things
Sensors and actuators attached to each product or shipment
with the ability to track:
o
Production data e.g. country, quality, farm, animal, ethics,
resources etc.
o
Processing data e.g. order size, ingredients, quality,
packaging, equipment, and ERP data
o
Transport data e.g. mileage, energy, quality, shocks,
temperature, humidity etc.
o
Retailer data e.g. shelf-life, freshness and above items.
o
Customer APP to track their products, expiry dates,
provenance certifications, ingredients, authenticity etc.
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IoT Innovations
Edible Invisible Sensors –
Ultra thin edible and biodegradable sensors are now
being developed to provide
information on provenance,
quality and freshness.

ERP IoT connectors –
Connecting ERP solutions to
sensors to drive more
insights into streamlining the
business and reducing
waste.

Smart Labels – from QR codes,
sensors, microchips, image
recognition to communicate on
quality, environmental and social
sustainability, safety,
provenance, and freshness.

Scanners – spectrometers and
hyperspectral imaging to enable
non-destructive analysis of food
through machine learning and
imaging-processing algorithms
to understand quality and
freshness and even disease.
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Blockchain
A distributed ledger technology that monitors information about food moving through the
supply chain, making it impossible for information to be tampered thereby enabling the
reduction of food fraud, adverse environmental practices, recalls and losses.

#
challenge is bringing together
diverse stakeholders and
enabling an ecosystem solution

%

Of respondents are actively
involved with blockchain as
revealed in the 2018 PwC survey
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PwC Air Trace as a connector to network partners, IoT, and analytics
provides a transparent and trustworthy ecosystem to combat food loss

Blockchain
Facilitates the exchange of critical data
between permissioned players

IoT sensors

Consumer connect

Monitor food storage and transportation
conditions along the value chain

Brand communications on product
quality and the upstream product journey

Demand tracking
Analytics to identify previous food loss
and reduce discrepancies in forecasting

Air Trace

Quality control
ERP connection and efficiency in
research and response for brands and
manufacturers
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Food loss and other risk metrics can be accessed and acted upon in real
time in the PwC Air Trace ecosystem

4. Industry Collaboration

Food Packaging
Collaboration between
manufacturers and
suppliers to identify the
most innovative
packaging to ensure
food quality, safety and
minimize spoilage,
while ensuring
environmental
performance.

Food Labelling

Specifications

Standardize food label
dates by establishing
industry rules for sell-by,
best-by and use-by
dates.

Work with retailers to
integrate products with
defects (e.g. shelf life,
size, shape, colour) into
food business menus
and product lines.

Influence consumer
behaviours on
responsible waste
minimization behaviours.

Redefine product
standards and use
these to inform
responsible
consumption from
customers.

Discounted Food
Establish partners
proactively to sell
surplus food,
cancelled orders or
product defects to
discount retailers at
a cheaper price.

Redistribution
Food fit for human
consumption can be
redistributed to charities
or for animal feed.
Other landfill diversion
practices include
industrial uses and
composting and soil
regeneration practices.
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Importance of Applying Circular Economy Principles

Spur innovation

Reduce cost

Mitigate risk

Grow revenue

Immediate benefits

Medium term

Long term

1.

Reduce inventory costs and
risks

5.

9.

2.

Improve cost efficiency and
gain revenue from otherwise
wasted products

Innovative product and
packaging design, providing
added value to the customer

6.

Rethink your business model
to improve competitiveness

3.

New markets and value
propositions

7.

Strengthen brand and
reputation

4.

Increased customer interaction
and loyalty

8.

Enhance sustainability
impacts

55%

Address strategic risks of
megatrends e.g. food fraud,
safety, technology, cyber
security, climate change

10. Hedge against volatile
commodity prices e.g energy
11. Enhance operational efficiency
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Thank you.
Janice Noronha, Partner
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

Janice.noronha@pwc.com
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